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Abstract:
CONTEXT: Many organizations see software test automation as a solution to decrease testing costs and to reduce cycle time in
software development. However, establishment of automated testing may fail if test automation is not applied in the right time, right
context and with the appropriate approach.
OBJECTIVE: The decisions on when and what to automate is important since wrong decisions can lead to disappointments and major
wrong expenditures (resources and efforts). To support decision making on when and what to automate, researchers and practitioners
have proposed various guidelines, heuristics and factors since the early days of test automation technologies. As the number of such
sources has increased, it is important to systematically categorize the current state-of-the-art and -practice, and to provide a
synthesized overview.
METHOD: To achieve the above objective, we have performed a Multivocal Literature Review (MLR) study on when and what to
automate in software testing. A MLR is a form of a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) which includes the grey literature (e.g., blog
posts and white papers) in addition to the published (formal) literature (e.g., journal and conference papers). We searched the
academic literature using the Google Scholar and the grey literature using the regular Google search engine.
RESULTS: Our MLR and its results are based on 78 sources, 52 of which were grey literature and 26 were formally published sources.
We used the qualitative analysis (coding) to classify the factors affecting the when- and what-to-automate questions to five groups: (1)
Software Under Test (SUT)-related factors, (2) test-related factors, (3) test-tool-related factors, (4) human and organizational factors,
and (5) cross-cutting and other factors. The most frequent individual factors were: need for regression testing (44 sources), economic
factors (43), and maturity of SUT (39).
CONCLUSION: We show that current decision-support in software test automation provides reasonable advice for industry, and as a
practical outcome of this research we have summarized it as a checklist that can be used by practitioners. However, we recommend
developing systematic empirically-validated decision-support approaches as the existing advice is often unsystematic and based on
weak empirical evidence.
Keywords: Software test automation; decision support; when to automate; what to automate; multivocal literature review; systematic
literature review; systematic mapping study
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1 INTRODUCTION
According to a 2014 industrial survey of 1,543 executives from 25 countries, testing and quality assurance of softwareintensive systems accounts for roughly 26% of IT budgets [1], but lack of testing is even more costly. A 2013 study by the
Cambridge University [2] states that the global cost of locating and removing bugs from software has risen to $312 billion
annually and it makes up half of the development time of the average project.
Testing work can be roughly divided into automated and manual testing. In manual testing, a human tester takes the role
of an end user and executes the features of a given software under test (SUT) to ensure its behavior is as expected. To
ensure completeness of testing, the tester often follows a written test plan that contains a set of test cases. Automated
software testing means the automation of software testing activities [3]. In more specific terms, “ test automation is the use of
special software (separate from the software being tested) to control the execution of tests and the comparison of actual outcomes with
predicted outcomes” [4]. The trade-off between automated and manual testing depends on various factors. Usually the first
instinct of adopting test automation is just to apply it to do whatever the human testers were previously doing manually.
However, automation cannot replace manual testing completely or eliminate personnel costs [5]. The establishment of
automated testing may fail if the test automation is not applied in the right context with the appropriate approach [3].
When properly implemented, test automation can considerably decrease the cost of testing and increase the quality of the
software. However, according to a recent survey called "World Quality Report 2014-2015" [1], conducted by a French firm
called Sogeti, only 28% of test cases are currently automated while the managers wish to increase this number in the
future. As test automation becomes more and more mainstream in the software industry, the decisions on when and what
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to automate become very important since wrong decisions in this context can lead to disappointments and major wrong
expenditures (resources and efforts).
Although, in the ideal world, many people have a vision of full automated testing, only 6% of practitioners supported this
view according to a 2012 survey [6]. Other sources such as [7] and our surveys of test practices in Canada [8] and Turkey
[9] confirm that practitioners think that it is not practical (or possible) to automate all tests, due to budget and time
constraints. Deciding when and what parts of the system under test to be tested in an automated manner is a widelyasked question [10]. As of this writing (March 2016), a Google search for the phrase (“when to automate” software testing)
returns more than 17,500 results, e.g., there are lots of online forums, debates and experience sharing on the topic.
Furthermore, importance of the topic is highlighted in a practitioner-oriented book whose title “Just enough software test
automation” [11] reflects that whether to automate software testing is not always a yes-no question. Other sources such as
[12] make similar propositions: “Like all testing activities, behind the decision to automate some tests is a cost and benefit analysis.
If you get the analysis wrong, you’ll allocate your sources inappropriately”. Various factors have been discussed in both the grey
literature (e.g., blog posts and white papers) and the published (formal) literature (e.g., journal and conference papers)
which would impact the trade-off between automated and manual testing [3].
Many researchers and practitioners have tackled the when- and what-to-automate questions in technical papers, online
blogs and forums. However, no secondary studies (i.e., ‘review’ or survey papers) have been published on this topic, to
review, gather and synthesize the knowledge on the above two W’s of automated testing (what and when). To cover this
gap between academic literature and industry’s desire for practical knowledge, we performed a Multivocal Literature
Review (MLR) study that covers not only academics studies and books, but also a wide area of the grey (unpublished
non-research) literature available online, i.e., blog posts, white papers, presentation videos and tools. A MLR is a form of a
Systematic Literature Review (SLR) which includes sources from both the grey and the published (formal) literature.
Thus, in summary, the needs (motivations) for our study is to present a single source to researchers and practitioners,
summarizing all the factors, approaches, guidelines and experience-based opinions w.r.t. the two W’s of automated
software testing (what and when), a need that many practitioners have personally expressed to us in our industryacademia interactions, e.g., [13-16].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background and reviews the related work.
Section 3 describes the goal, research method and review questions tackled in this study. Section 4 discusses the paper
and source selection process. Section 5 presents the systematic map (i.e., classification scheme) which was iteratively
developed in our study. Section 6 presents the results of the MLR. Section 7 summarizes the results and the implications
of the MLR for researchers and practitioners, and discusses limitations of our study and its results. Finally, Section 8
concludes this study and states the future work directions. The reference section at the end of the study is divided into
two parts: pool of the sources reviewed in the MLR are listed first and then the other references used in this study.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly provide first a review of test automation and the ‘when-’ and ‘what-to automate’ issues. We
then present a brief background on multivocal literature reviews (MLRs) since it is a relatively new terminology in
software engineering. We then review the related work.

2.1 REVIEW OF TEST AUTOMATION AND THE ‘WHEN-’ AND ‘WHAT-TO AUTOMATE’ ISSUES
Automated software testing means the automation of software testing activities usually conducted by humans. Test
automation is conducted using software tools referred to as test tools [3]. Test automation has a history of over two and
half decades, since around 1990 [17], and can lead to many benefits, e.g., cost savings and higher software quality [19].
Any major commercial or open-source software nowadays includes automated test suites to verify its functionality. This
is specially the case for software projects which evolve through many versions since automated testing pays off the most
in the case of regression and repetitive testing. For many large-scale systems, automated test suites are constantly
increasing in size and complexity. For example, the code-base of version 2.1 of the Android OS had 357,933 LOC of JUnit
test code which accounted for 17.1% of the Java code-base of the OS, i.e., 2,090,904 LOC (data from [18]). One can easily
imagine the major effort needed to develop such a test suite in the first place, ensure its integrity (quality) and to comaintain it alongside the production code.
In a Google Tech Talk in November 2005 [19], Jeff Feldstein, then the Manager of Software Development in Cisco
Systems, referred to the extent of test automation in the context of routers built by Cisco and mentioned that: “We designed
a test system that probably is as complicated as the system itself.”, referring to the amount of automated test suites developed
for a particular router model.
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As an example of automated test scripts, Figure 1-(a) shows the automated user interface (UI) test case developed using
the Selenium tool (www.seleniumhq.org) for testing an issue tracking web application called JIRA. This test case verifies
the enter-an-issue feature of JIRA. The four conceptual steps of testing (setup, exercise, verify, and teardown) have been
explicitly highlighted in Figure 1-(a).
As another example of automated test scripts, Figure 1-(b) shows the unit test code for the Android platform in JUnit
checking whether the emergency number (911) is properly set. In this test case, we can see that a good practice, the socalled test pattern [20], has been used in modularizing the test code by putting a set of specific verification rules under a
function named assertIsValidEmergencyCallerInfo() and calling it from this example test method. According to many
studies, it has been empirically observed that using test patterns increases the quality of test suites, e.g., [20].
/**
* Checks the caller info instance is flagged as an emergency if
* the number is an emergency one. There is no test for the
* contact based constructors because emergency number are not in
* the contact DB.
*/
public void testEmergencyIsProperlySet() throws Exception {
assertFalse(mInfo.isEmergencyNumber());
mInfo = CallerInfo.getCallerInfo(mContext, "911");
assertIsValidEmergencyCallerInfo();
mInfo = CallerInfo.getCallerInfo(mContext, "tel:911");
assertIsValidEmergencyCallerInfo();
mInfo = CallerInfo.getCallerInfo(mContext,
"18001234567");
assertFalse(mInfo.isEmergencyNumber());
}

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: Two example automated test-cases

To assess the popularity of test automation in the community, we conducted a search for software testing books in Google
Books search engine (books.google.com) and compiled a list of all testing books and also only those focusing on test
automation, accessible in an online spreadsheet https://goo.gl/rAbDbC. In order to keep the workload manageable, we
only identified the test automation books published between 2010 and 2014. The trend is shown in Figure 2. In total, 247
software testing books have been published in the period of 1979-2014. Between 2010 and 2014, 78 of the total 113 testing
books (69%) have focused on test automation. This denotes the high popularity of test automation in the community.

Figure 2: Publication trends of all testing books and only those focusing on test automation
While test automation mostly started with the automation of test execution, it has expanded to other areas of testing too,
e.g., automated test-case design, automated test scripting, and automated defect reporting. Going beyond just automation
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of test execution, large companies such as Microsoft and Google have benefited a lot from automating different test
activities, as reported in two recent books: ‘How We Test Software at Microsoft’ (2008) [21] and ‘How Google Tests Software’
(2012) [22].
Typically, a test process consists of several steps from test planning to test specification (test-case design), execution, and
reporting [23], each of which can be either done manually or be automated. To better understand how automation is used
during the test process (and not just during execution), based on many sources of test automation, we present below six
testing activities where a large potential for automation could be seen:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Test-case design: designating a list of test cases or test requirements to satisfy coverage criteria, other engineering
goals, or based on human expertise (e.g., exploratory testing).
Test scripting: documenting test cases in manual test scripts or automated test code
Test execution: running test cases on the software under test (SUT) and recording the results
Test evaluation: evaluating the results of testing (pass or fail), also known as test verdict
Test-result reporting: reporting test verdicts and defects to developers, e.g., via defect (bug) tracking systems
Test management and other test engineering activities: Test management includes activities such as planning, control,
monitoring, and effort estimation. Other test activities include test suite minimization and regression test selection.

An overview of these steps is shown in Figure 3, which depicts an overview of automation across the software testing
process.
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Figure 3- An overview of automation across the software testing process.
Many researchers and practitioners have proposed decision-support approaches for ‘when-’ and ‘what-to automate’,
which this MLR aims to review, synthesize and present in a single source. We review three example sources [24-26] from
that pool next.
When deciding what parts of the system should (not) be automated, several factors need to be considered. Practitioner
testers from Microsoft recommended three major factors to be considered [24]: “(1) rate of change of what we are testing:
the less stable, the more automation maintenance costs, (2) frequency of test execution: How important is each test result
and how expensive is to get it?, and (3) usefulness of automation: Do automated tests have continuing value to either find
bugs or to prove important aspects about your software, like scenarios?”
Inside a book on testing [25], generic tips to address the “what to automate” problem were provided. According to this
book, certain types of testing such as stress, reliability, and regression testing are amenable types for being automated.
Due to the repetitive nature of the regression testing, automation can save significant time and effort and the gained time
can be effectively utilized for ad-hoc testing and other more creative avenues [25]. Similar to the challenge in our context,
finding the right combination of test cases to be automated, [25] suggested that while starting automation, the effort
should focus on areas where good scenarios in terms of ROI exist [25], however no systematic approach was provided.
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A comprehensive checklist to support decision making for ‘when-’ and ‘what-to automate’ issues was provided by
another book on test automation [26], which has considered almost all the above mentioned factors. Number of
executions, covering critical paths, error-prone areas, data-driven features, number of supported hardware and software,
and also having promising ROI are the main factors discussed in this book [26].

2.2 MULTIVOCAL LITERATURE REVIEWS
Systematic Literature Review (SLR) and Systematic Mapping (SM) studies have become quite popular in software
engineering. While SLR and SM studies are quite valuable, researchers have reported that “the results of a SLR or a SM
study could provide an established body of knowledge, focusing only on research contributions” [27]. Since those studies do not
include the “grey” literature (non-published, nor peer-reviewed sources of information), produced constantly in a very
large scale by practitioners, those studies do not provide much insight into the “state of the practice”. For a practical
(practitioner-oriented) field such as software engineering, synthesizing and combing both the state-of-the art and –
practice is very important. Unfortunately, it is a reality that a large majority of software practitioners do not publish in
academic forums [28], and this means that the voice of the practitioners is limited if we do not consider grey literature in
addition to academic literature in review studies.
2.2.1 MLRs in other fields
SLRs which include both the academic (formal) and the grey literature were termed in early 1990’s in other fields, e.g.,
education, as Multivocal Literature Reviews (MLR), e.g., [29]. The main difference between a MLR and a SLR or a SM is
the fact that, while SLRs and SMs use as input only academic peer-reviewed articles, in MLRs, grey literature, such as
blogs, white papers and web-pages, is also considered as input [27]. A multivocal synthesis is suggested as an appropriate
tool for investigations in a field “characterized by an abundance of diverse documents and a scarcity of systematic investigations”
[30]. Researchers also believe that: “another potential use of multivocal literature reviews is in closing the gap between academic
research and professional practice” [29].
While the notions of “MLR” and “multivocal” have been used in the community, still many sources use the “grey”
literature terminology and whether/how to include them in SLRs, e.g., [31-33]. For example, [31] discusses the
advantages and challenges of including grey literature in state-of-the-evidence reviews, in the context of evidence-based
nursing. [32] discusses the challenges and benefits of searching for grey literature in SLRs.
A 1991 paper [29] discussed rigor in MLRs and proposed a method based on exploratory case study to conduct MLRs
rigorously. Hopewell et al. [34] conducted a review of five studies, in the area of evidence-based medicine, comparing the
effect of the inclusion or exclusion of ‘grey’ literature in meta-analyses of randomized medical trials. The issue of the grey
literature is such important that there is even an International Journal on the topic of Grey Literature
(www.emeraldinsight.com/toc/ijgl/1/4).
2.2.2 MLRs in software engineering
The ‘multivocal’ terminology has only been recently started to appear in the SLRs in software engineering, i.e., since 2013
in [35]. We found only three SLRs in software engineering which explicitly used the ‘multivocal’ terminology: [27, 35, 36].
[27] is a 2015 MLR on the financial aspect of managing technical debt. [35] is a 2013 MLR on technical debt. [36] is a 2015
MLR on iOS applications testing.
Many other SLRs have also included the grey literature in their reviews and have not used the ‘multivocal’ terminology,
e.g., [37]. A 2012 MSc thesis entitled “On the quality of grey literature and its use in information synthesis during systematic
literature reviews” [38] explored the state of including the grey literature in SLRs in software engineering. Two of the
research questions (RQs) in that study were: (1) What is the extent of usage of grey literature in SLRs? and (2) How can
we assess the quality of grey literature? The study found that the ration of grey evidence in the SLRs were only about 9%,
and the grey literature included concentrated mostly in recent past (~48% between years 2007-2012).
A recent ongoing work [39], in which the authors are involved, aimed at raising the need for (more) MLRs in software
engineering. We did so by raising and addressing two RQs: (1) What types of knowledge are missed when a SLR does not
include the multivocal literature in a SE field? and (2) What do we, as a community, gain when we include the multivocal
literature and conduct MLRs? To answer these RQs, we sampled several example SLRs and MLRs, and identified the
missing and the gained knowledge due to excluding or including the multivocal literature.

2.3 REVIEW OF SECONDARY STUDIES IN SOFTWARE TESTING
No secondary studies has been published on the when- and what-to-automate questions. Thus, as the related work, we
briefly review the secondary studies in software testing. By a literature search, we were able to identify a large number
7

(102) of secondary studies in software testing, which we have listed in an online spreadsheet [40]. Secondary studies are
usually of three types: SM studies, and SLRs and regular surveys. As a snapshot, we show a randomly-selected list of 15
of the 102 secondary studies in software testing in Table 1, five in each of the above three categories.
No secondary study has been reported in the exact scope of when and what to automate in software testing. A somewhat
related work is [6] which reported an SLR and a practitioner survey on benefits and limitations of automated software
testing. In addition, another major difference between our work and [6] is that [6] did not include grey literature, while
we do so in our work.
Table 1- A selected list of 15 of the 102 of the secondary studies in software testing (the full list can be found in [40])
Type of
secondary study
SMs

SLRs

Regular surveys

Secondary study area
Search-based testing for non-functional system properties
Product lines testing
Graphical user interface (GUI) testing
Test-case prioritization
Software test-code engineering
Model-based testing
Automated acceptance testing
Mutation testing for Aspect-J programs
Web application testing
Testing scientific software
Testing finite state machines
Regression testing minimization, selection and prioritization: a survey
Testing in SOA
Test-case generation from UML behavioral models
Test oracles

Year of
publication
2008
2011
2013
2013
2014
2007
2008
2013
2014
2014
1996
2012
2013
2013
2014

Reference
[41]
[42]
[43]
[44]
[45]
[46]
[47]
[48]
[49]
[50]
[51]
[52]
[53]
[54]
[55]

By seeing a large list of 102 secondary studies in software testing, one may wonder about the “value” (benefit) of such
secondary studies. Analyzing and discussing usage and usefulness of SLRs in software engineering, in general, is out of
scope of our paper, but we briefly touch this topic. Kitchenham et al. [56] have discussed the educational value of SM in
the software engineering literature for the students. Usefulness of SLRs for practitioners have been studied in a number of
non-SE fields, such as in disability research [57], in education research [58], and in health and social care [59].

3 GOAL AND RESEARCH METHOD
In the following, an overview of our research method and then the goal and review questions of our study are presented.

3.1 GOAL AND REVIEW QUESTIONS
The goal of this study is to systematically map (classify), review and synthesize the state-of-the-art and –practice for
answering the questions of when and what to automate in software testing, to find out the recent trends and directions in
this field, to identify opportunities for future research, from the point of view of researchers and practitioners in this area.
Based on the above goal, we raise the following review questions (RQs). Note that previous SM and SLR studies called
these type of questions as “research” questions, but based on the established terminology in other fields, such as in
education research [58], we refer to them as “review” questions instead.

●
○

○

RQ 1-mapping of sources by contribution and research facets:
RQ 1.1- mapping by contribution facet: How many studies present methods, techniques, tools, models,
metrics, or processes for the when/what to automate questions? Mapping of studies by contribution facet is a
usual practice in many SM studies, e.g., [63-65], as proposed by Petersen et al. [66, 67]. Answering this RQ
will enable us to assess whether the community as a whole has had more focus on developing new
techniques, or more focus on developing new tools, etc.
RQ 1.2-mapping by research facet: What type of research methods have been used in the studies in this
area? Some studies only propose solutions without extensive validations, while some other studies present
in-depth evaluation of their approach (e.g., rigorous empirical studies). Petersen et al. [66, 67] has also
proposed guidelines to classify the research approach of studies, which we will use to answer this RQ. The
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●

●
●

rationale behind this RQ is that knowing the breakdown of the research area with respect to (w.r.t.) researchfacet types will provide us with the maturity of the field in using empirical approaches.
RQ 2-factors considered for deciding when/what to automate (the core contribution of this study): What factors are
considered in the when/what questions? This RQ is the main contribution of this study in particular for practitioners
as this synthesizes all the factors discussed in the primary sources. We aim at grouping and calculating the frequency
of such factors.
RQ 3-tools: What tools have been proposed to support the when/what questions?
RQ 4-software systems under test or projects under study: What are attributes of those systems and projects?
○ RQ 4.1-software systems or projects under analysis: How many software systems or projects under analysis
have been used in each source? One would expect that a given paper or article applies the proposed idea to at
least one system to show its effectiveness.
○ RQ 4.2- domains and types of the software systems or projects under analysis: What are the domains of the
software systems or projects under analysis that have been studied in the sources (e.g., embedded, safetycritical, and control software)? Also, what types of software systems have been studies in the sources (i.e.,
open-source, commercial, or academic experimental systems)?
○
RQ 4.3-types of measurements: What types of measurements, in the context of the software systems
under analysis, to support the when/what questions have been provided? We wanted to know the ratio of
sources which have conducted quantitative measurements to assess the proposed approaches.

3.2 RESEARCH METHOD
As discussed above, this study is carried out based on the guidelines provided by [68, 69]. In designing the methodology,
methods from several other SM and SLR studies such as [70-72] were also incorporated. The process that lies at the basis
of this study is outlined in Figure 4, which consists of three phases:
·
·
·

Article selection (Section 4)
Development of the systematic map (Section 5)
Systematic mapping, synthesis and review (Section 6)

The process starts with article selection from various academic sources. Then, a systematic map is systematically
developed. The systematic map is then used to conduct systematic mapping and results are then synthesized and
reported. Details of the above phases are described in Sections 4, 5, and 6.
Google
Scholar

Academic/technical liter ature
(formally published)

Gray literature

Applic ation
of inclusion/ exc lusion
criteria (voting)

Initial Pool (93 source s)
Regular Google
se arch engine

Final P ool
(78 source s)

Activity

Article selection (Section 4)

Final Map

Attribute
Generalization and
Iterativ e Refinement

Initial
Attributes

Attribute
Identification

Cla ssif ica tion scheme/map (Section 5)

Systematic mapping, synthesis
and review (Section 6)

Lege nd

Data/
Entity

Databa se

Systematic
Mapping, Synthesis and Review

Sys temat ic
Mapping and Review Results

Multiple
Entities

Figure 4- An overview of the research process used to conduct this study

4 SELECTION OF FORMALLY -PUBLISHED PAPERS AND SOURCES FROM THE GREY LITERATURE
Let us recall from our MLR process (Figure 4) that the first phase of our study is article selection. For this phase, we
followed the following steps in order:
·
·

Source selection and search keywords (Section 4.1)
Application of inclusion and exclusion criteria which was conducted through a voting process between the two
authors (Section 4.2)
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·

Finalizing the pool of articles and the online repository (Section 4.3)

4.1 SOURCE SELECTION AND SEARCH KEYWORDS
This study followed the systematic guidelines for performing systematic literature review and mapping studies [66, 67,
69]. Using the guidelines and also based on our previous experience [6, 43, 73], we first defined the set of Review
questions (RQs), the scope of the study, and the search strings.
We then performed the searches in the Google search engine (for the grey literature) and a popular academic search
engine (i.e., Google Scholar) for the formally published papers, included/excluded articles, and finally extracted,
analyzed and synthesize the factors from the relevant articles. The two authors conducted all the steps as a team. Our
search strings were:
a) “when to automate” testing
b) “what to automate” testing
c) decision automated software testing
d) decision software test automation
Details of our source selection and search keywords approach were as follows. Both authors did independent searches
with the search strings, and during this search, both authors already applied inclusion/exclusion criterion for including
only those which explicitly addressed either of the two W’s questions. As a result of the initial search phase, we ended up
with a rather small initial pool of 93 articles, out of which 15 were later removed during the analysis and exclusion
phases.
Typically in SM and SLR studies, a team of researcher includes all the search results in the initial pool and then separately
performs the inclusion/exclusion as a separate step. This results in huge volumes of irrelevant papers. For example, in a
SLR and practitioner survey in which the second author was involved [6], the team of researchers started with an initial
pool of 24,706 articles but out of those only 25 were found relevant finally. This means high effort due to the very relaxed
selection and filtering in the first phase. However, on the other hand, in two other SM studies in which the first author
was involved, i.e. [43, 73], the initial filtering was more rigorous and the reduction of the paper sets were as follows: (1)
from an initial pool of 230 papers to a final pool of 136 papers in [43], and (2) from an initial pool of 72 papers to a final
pool of 60 papers in [73]. In those latter studies, the teams of researchers found the process to be more effective and
efficient, while at the same time, the quality of the selection and results was not impacted. We thus followed the same
approach used in [43, 73] in this study as well.
We also utilized the relevance ranking of the search engines (e.g., Google’s PageRank algorithm) to restrict the search
space. For example, if one applies search string (c) above to the Google search engine, 1,330,000 results would show as of
this writing (April 2015), but as per our observations, relevant results usually only appear in the first few pages. Thus, we
checked the first 10 pages (i.e., somewhat a search “saturation” effect) and only continued further if needed, e.g., when
the results in the 10th page still looked relevant.
Typically, in most SM and SLR studies [66, 67, 69], the searches are only targeted for papers in the academic literature [66,
67]. Since a large majority of software practitioners do not publish in academic forums [28], this means that the voice of
the practitioners is limited if we do not consider grey literature in addition to academic literature. We thus included blogposts and other types of grey literature as well (e.g., white papers and even credible YouTube videos). Although, blogs do
not usually qualify as scientific evidence, we see them as important outlets through which the voice of the practitioners
can be studied. We believe that inclusion of the gray literature increases the relevance and usefulness of this study [74] to
both researchers and practitioners.
Utilizing grey literature in other fields such as health sciences has been explored, but the field of SE seems to be quite
marginal in this issue and not many SLR/SM studies or regular papers do not cite or get material from the SE grey
literature.

4.2 INCLUSION/EXCLUSION CRITERIA AND THEIR APPLICATION
We carefully defined the inclusion and exclusion criteria to ensure including all the relevant sources and not including the
out-of-scope sources. The inclusion criteria were as follows:
·
·

We included sources in the area of automated testing ROI calculations since they could be used as decision
support mechanisms for balancing and deciding manual versus automated software testing
Sources providing decision support for the two questions “what to automate” and “when to automate”
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Sources which did not meet the above criteria were excluded. A few example excluded sources are [3, 75-77]. The title of
[3] is “Trade-off between automated and manual software testing” which looks very related in the first sight, but it addresses
neither of the two W&W questions, thus it was excluded. Entitled “Common mistakes in test automation”, [75] also did not
target any of the two W&W questions. Included in the first candidate pool, [76] reported some empirical observations on
software testing automation, but did not target any of the two W&W questions. As the last example, entitled “Seven steps
to test automation success”, while [77] presenting interesting recommendations about test automation, it also did not touch
either of the two questions.
To ensure including all the relevant sources as much as possible, we conducted forward and backward snowballing [78], as
recommended by systematic review guidelines, on the set of papers already in the pool. Snowballing, in this context,
refers to using the reference list of a paper (backward snowballing) or the citations to the paper to identify additional
papers (forward) [78].

4.3 FINAL POOL OF SOURCES AND THE ONLINE REPOSITORY
Our final pool of sources included a total of 78 sources, which had: 17 technical and scientific sources [Sources 1-17], 9
books and book chapters [Sources 18-26], 46 internet articles and white papers [Sources 27-72], 2 YouTube videos [Sources
73, 74], and 4 tools [Sources 75-78] assisting decision makers in the when/what questions. To ensure transparency our
final repository can be found in http://goo.gl/zwY1sj.
We report next a summary on the trends in the final pool of sources, based on these aspects:
·
·
·

Number of sources per year (growth of attention in this area) by literature type (formally published versus grey
literature)
Number of sources by source type
Number of sources by type of contributors (contributions from academia versus industry)

4.3.1 Number of sources per year (growth of attention in this area)
Figure 5 shows the cumulative number of sources per year by literature type (formally published versus grey literature).
We can see that sources in both literature categories have been on a steady increasing trend. The grey literature in this
area seems to have surpassed the formally published literature starting around year 2006, denoting the higher attention of
practitioners on this important topic in test automation. An alternative explanation may be related to the popularity of
Blogging that has been increasing in recent years as many testing professional are using it for communication and
professional development. Also the fact that older grey literature might not be available anymore due to lack of
systematic archiving of such works has probably affected the low amount of older grey literature. We can see from the
figure that the topic is expected to get increased attention in the years to come as well.
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Figure 5: Cumulative number of sources per year
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4.3.2 Number of sources by source type
Figure 6 depicts the number of sources by source type in each of the two categories: formally-published versus grey
literature. We divided the formally-published and grey literature, respectively, into five and three categories as shown.
In the formally-published literature category, there were 9 conference papers, 9 books or book chapters, 5 journal papers,
2 workshop papers and 1 thesis. In the grey literature category, there were 46 online articles and white papers, 4 tools and
2 YouTube videos.
As discussed in Section 4, since a large majority of software practitioners do not publish in academic forums [28], this
means that the voice of the practitioners is limited if we do not consider grey literature in addition to academic literature.
This paper takes one step in that direction by including and reviewing the knowledge base and voice of software
practitioners as portrayed by grey literature.
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Figure 6: Number of sources by type
4.3.3 Number of sources by type of contributors (contributions from academia versus industry)
Figure 7 shows the number of sources by type of contributors, in which there are three categories: (1) a paper having all
academic authors, (2) all industry authors, and (3) a mix of academic and industry authors (collaborative work). The
rationale behind this analysis is to assess how active academia and industry have each been in addressing the W&W
questions. Mainly due to the high number of sources from the grey literature, sources written by industry authors are the
majority. There were 6 sources by academic authors [Sources 2, 4, 6, 7, 11, 15], and only 3 collaborative works [Sources 1,
3, 17]. The latter denote the need for more industry-academic collaborations in this area.

Figure 7: Number of sources by type of contributors
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5 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEMATIC MAP AND DATA -EXTRACTION PLAN
Iterative development of our systematic map is discussed in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 presents the final systematic map.
Section 5.3 discusses our data-extraction and synthesis approach.

5.1 SYSTEMATIC MAP
To develop our systematic map, as shown in Figure 4, we analyzed the studies in the pool and identified the initial list of
attributes. We then used attribute generalization and iterative refinement to derive the final map.
As studies were identified as relevant to our study, we recorded them in a shared spreadsheet (hosted in the online
Google Docs spreadsheet [79]) to facilitate further analysis. Our next goal was to categorize the studies in order to begin
building a complete picture of the research area. Though we did not a-priori develop a categorization scheme for this
project, we were broadly interested in: (1) factors considered for the W&W questions, and (2) types of systems under test
which were used in studies.We refined these broad interests into a systematic map using an iterative approach.
Table 2 shows the final classification scheme that we developed after applying the process described above. In the table,
column 1 is the list of RQs, column 2 is the corresponding attribute/aspect. Column 3 is the set of all possible values for
the attribute. Finally, column 4 indicates for an attribute whether multiple selections can be applied. For example, in RQ 1
(research type), the corresponding value in the last column is ‘S’ (Single). It indicates that one source can be classified
under only one research type. In contrast, for RQ 1 (contribution type), the corresponding value in the last column is ‘M’
(Multiple). It indicates that one study can contribute more than one type of options (e.g. method, tool, etc.).
Table 2: Systematic map developed and used in our study
RQ

Attribute/Aspect

Categories

(M)ultiple/
(S)ingle

1

Contribution type

Heuristics/guideline, method (technique), tool, metric, model,
process, empirical results only, other
Solution proposal, validation research (weak empirical study),
evaluation research (strong empirical study), experience studies,
philosophical studies, opinion studies, other
A list of pre-defined categories (Maturity of SUT, Stability of test cases,
'Cost, benefit, ROI', and Need for regression testing) and an ‘other’
category whose values were later qualitatively coded (by applying
'axial' 'open' coding)
Name and features

M

Number of software systems: integer
SUT names: array of strings
Domain, e.g., embedded systems
Type of system(s): Academic experimental or simple code examples,
real open-source, commercial
Test automation cost/benefit measurements: numerical values

M

Research type

2

Factors considered for deciding
when/what to automate

3

Decision-support tools

4

Attributes of the software
systems under test (SUT)

S

M

M

We believe most of the categories in Table 2 are self-explanatory, except for those for contribution and research types (RQ
1) which are explained in the next two sub-sections.
Petersen et al. [68] proposed the classification of contributions into: method/technique, tool, model, metric and process.
These types were adapted in our context. We also added another type: survey or empirical results, since we found that
many studies contribute such results. If a study could not be categorized into any above-mentioned types, it would be
placed under “Other”.
The second set of categories in our scheme deals with the nature of the research method used in each source. These
categories were influenced by categories described by Petersen et al. [68] although they are not an exact replica. Our aim
is to provide insights into the empirical foundation being developed by the body of research. The “research type”
categories include:
·
·

Solution proposal: A study in this category proposes a solution to a problem. The potential benefits and the
applicability of the solution are shown only by a small example or a good line of argumentation.
Validation research (weak empirical study): A study in this category provides preliminary empirical evidence for the
proposed techniques or tools. Formal empirical methods (e.g., hypothesis testing, case studies, technical action
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·

·
·
·

·

research, controlled experiments) are not used or their use is not sufficient (e.g. experiments with low number of
subjects or inadequately conducted case studies)
Evaluation research (strong empirical study): These studies go further than studies of type "Validation research" by
using strict and formal experimental methods (e.g., hypothesis testing, case studies, controlled experiment) in
evaluating novel techniques or tools in practice or practice like settings. We essentially interpret Validation research
(weak empirical study) and Evaluation research (strong empirical study) as a “rubric”. By using the examples given
(using formal empirical methods or not), we were able to classify a given empirical study under weak or strong
empirical study.
Experience studies: Experience studies explain how something has been done in practice, based on the personal
experience of the author(s).
Philosophical studies: These studies sketch a new way of looking at existing things by structuring the area in form of
a taxonomy or conceptual framework.
Opinion studies: These studies express the personal opinion of the author(s) around whether a certain technique is
good or bad, or how things should been done. They do not significantly rely on related work or research
methodologies.
Other: A catchall category in the event that the work reported in a study does not fit into any of the above research
types.

5.2 DATA EXTRACTION AND QUALITATIVE SYNTHESIS
To extract data, the studies in our pool were reviewed with the focus of each RQ. We also incorporated as much explicit
‘traceability’ links between our mapping and the primary studies as possible. Figure 8 shows a snapshot of the online
repository (spreadsheet hosted on Google Docs) in which the contribution facets are shown and a classification of ‘Model’
for the contribution facet of [Source 2] is shown, along with the verbatim copy/paste text from the source acting as the
corresponding ‘traceability’ link.
During the analysis, each of the two researchers extracted and analyzed data from half of the sources (assigned to him),
then peer reviewed the results of each other’s analyses, and also did independent voting on either to include or exclude
each source. In the case of disagreements, discussions were conducted. This was conducted to ensure quality and validity
of our results.

Figure 8: A snapshot of the publicly-available spreadsheet hosted on Google Docs
To choose our method of synthesis for RQ 3 (factors considered in the when/what questions), we carefully reviewed the
research synthesis guidelines in SE, e.g., [80-82], and also other SLRs which had conducted synthesis of results, e.g., [83,
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84]. According to [80], the key objective of research synthesis is to evaluate the included studies for heterogeneity and
select appropriate methods for integrating or providing interpretive explanations about them [85]. If the primary studies
are similar enough with respect to interventions and quantitative outcome variables, it may be possible to synthesize
them by meta-analysis, which uses statistical methods to combine effect sizes. However, in SE in general and in our
focused domain in particular, primary studies are often too heterogeneous to permit a statistical summary. Especially for
qualitative and mixed methods studies, different methods of research synthesis, e.g., thematic analysis and narrative
synthesis, are required [80].
The factors and their categorization presented in the paper were the results of a formal and systematic synthesis done
collaboratively between the two researchers following a systematic qualitative data analysis approach [86]. We had some
pre-defined factors (based on our past knowledge of the area), namely “regression testing”, “maturity of SUT” and “ROI”.
During the process, we found out that our pre-determined list of factors was greatly limiting, thus, the rest of the factors
emerged from the sources, by conducting “open” and “axial coding” [86]. The creation of the new factors in the “coding”
phase was an iterative and interactive process in which both researchers participated. Basically, we first collected all the
factors affecting W&W questions from the sources. Then we aimed at finding factors that would accurately represent all
the extracted items but at the same time not be too detailed so that it would still provide a useful overview, i.e., we chose
the most suitable level of “abstraction” as recommended by qualitative data analysis guidelines [86].
Figure 9 shows the phases of qualitative data extraction for the factors, in which the process started from a list of predefined categories: maturity of SUT, stability of test cases, 'cost, benefit, ROI, and need for regression testing) and a large
number of ‘raw’ factors phrased under the ‘other’ category. By an iterative process, those phrases were qualitatively
coded (by applying 'axial' and 'open' coding approaches [86]) to yield the final result, i.e., a set of cohesive well-grouped
set of factors (to be discussed in Section 6.3).

(a): initial phase of qualitative coding
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(b): intermediate phase of qualitative coding

(c): the final result after qualitative coding
Figure 9: Phases of qualitative data extraction for factors considered for deciding when/what to automate

6 RESULTS
Results of our study are presented from Section 6.1 to 6.5.
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6.1 RQ 1-MAPPING BY CONTRIBUTION AND RESEARCH FACETS
6.1.1 RQ 1.1-Mapping of studies by contribution facet
Figure 10 shows the annual cumulative breakdown and the total number of primary studies by contribution facet types.
Exact study references have also been provided under the figure. The top three contribution facets are: heuristics and
guidelines, methods (also referred to as technique or approach), and metrics, which have appeared in 41 studies (68%), 39
studies (65%), and 12 studies (20%), respectively. Note that most of the time-trend charts in this study such as the one
shown in Figure 10 are cumulative stack charts, showing the cumulative number of studies in each year, as accumulated
from previous years.
Further note that since many studies were classified under more than one contribution facet, the stack chart of Figure 10
cannot be used as the annual trend of number of studies (that trend was presented in Section 4.3.1). We can see that across
different years, different contribution facets have been studied, and no clear trend change is observable.
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Figure 10: Mapping of studies by contribution facet
58 sources proposed heuristics and guidelines. As discussed in Section 5.2, heuristics and guidelines in this context are
informal recommendations on W&W to automate and are usually less mature than methods and techniques which have
been categorized differently. 11 source proposed methods /techniques addressing the W&W questions. For example,
[Source 1] proposed a search-based approach (using genetic algorithms) for cost-effective software test automationdecision support and a supporting industrial case study. We found also four online tools for supporting the when and
what questions in software test automation [Sources 75, 76, 78, 77]. Those tools will be briefly reviewed when answering
RQ 4 in Section 6.4. Six source proposed models in support of the W&W questions. For example, [Source 2] proposed a
mathematically-generated decision tree to carry out a viability analysis in order to know if a test case is or is not a
candidate for automation. [Source 7] proposed an opportunity-cost model. In terms of metrics used to answer the W&W
questions, many studies used the conventional ROI metric. Four sources [Source 15, 17, 47, 51] proposed processes
addressing the W&W issues. Figure 11 shows the reference process adopted from [Source 17]. The contributions of five
sources [Source 3, 6, 9, 11, 16] related to our context were only empirical results and could not be categorized under the
other contributions category types. [Source 6] was a master thesis which presented a case study on the profitability of test
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automation in the development of embedded software in an industrial setting. Five sources [Sources 5, 7, 31, 48, 62]
contributed ‘other’ types of contributions. [Source 5] presented a set of falsely expected benefits (myths) in test
automation such as: “All tests will be automated: This isn’t practical or desirable.
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Figure 11: Software testing reference process (adopted from [Source 17])
Next, we wanted to compare the ratio of different contribution types in this area with one other representative sub-area in
testing. Figure 12 shows the mapping of studies by contribution facet in the area of software test-code engineering (STCE)
and in this paper. The STCE data is taken from another SM study [73]. Except for the case of large number of heuristics
presented by sources in the current MLR which is due to having large number of sources form the grey literature, the
other ratios are quite comparable.
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Figure 12: Mapping of studies by contribution facet in the area of software test-code engineering (a) (data is from
another SM study [73]), and in this study (b)
6.1.2 RQ 1.2-Mapping of studies by research facet
Based on the scheme described in Section 5, we classified the studies into six research-facet categories. Figure 13 shows
the classification of the all sources according to the type of research method they have followed and reported. Recall that,
for the research facet type, each study could be categorized under one or more categories.
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Figure 13: Mapping of studies by research facet
A large ratio of sources fall under experience- and opinion-based categories, which is again due to having large number of
sources form the grey literature in our pool. There are only one rigorous empirical study (evaluation research) [Source 16]
and six weak empirical studies (validation research) [Sources 1-3, 6, 17, 61]. In [Source 11] (categorized under ‘Other’ in
Figure 13), a qualitative survey-based study on 55 test specialists in 12 selected software development organizations was
conducted. We interpret the low number of sources using Evaluation Research (strong empirical study) due to two
possibilities: (1) low since mainly researcher conduct strong empirical studies, there has been low attention of the research
community in this domain; (2) complexity of conducting strong empirical studies in this area.
We also thought it would be useful to compare the research facet breakdown of this SM to four other SM studies in SE
that have utilized the same classification [63-65, 73]: web application testing [63], GUI testing [64], software test-code
engineering (STCE) [73], and Dynamic Software Product Lines (DSPL) [65]. The comparison is visualized in Figure 14,
and it shows that the shares of research facets in the other four SM studies are quite similar to each other with solution
proposal, validation research and evaluation research having the largest shares. However, in this paper, the ratios of
experience-based and opinion sources are high since a large number of gray literature (e.g., blog posts) have been
included.
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Figure 14: Comparing the research facet breakdown of this SM to other representative SM studies [63-65, 73]
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6.2 RQ 2-FACTORS CONSIDERED FOR DECIDING WHEN /WHAT TO AUTOMATE
In this Section, we present the qualitative classification of the factors to consider when deciding on when and what to
automate. We think this Section has the highest value for practitioners whereas other sections are meant more towards
academic audience.
6.2.1 A simplified view of software test automation
In test automation, there are four basic components (see Figure 4): testers (test engineers), (test automation) tool, test cases
and test suites, and system under test (SUT). Test engineers interact with the test automation tools and develop the test
cases. The test cases are then executed using the chosen test automation tool. The tests exercise the SUT and the tool
provides the test reports for humans to interpret. According to the pool of sources reviewed in our study, success or
failures of test automation depend on all of these factors and on their interactions, as we discuss in the next sections.
Additionally, we found a number of factors and have placed them under a category called “cross-cutting factors” (labeled
as #5 in Figure 4) which spans across the other four categories. Examples of such cross-cutting factors are economic
factors, automatability of testing, manual test effort, and development process, which will be discussed later in the paper.

#1
System Under Test
(SUT)

#3

#2
tests

Test Test automation
Tool
Test
Test
Test

Cross-cutting and other factors

#4
use

Test engineers

#5

Figure 15-A simplified view of software test automation
6.2.2 Categorization of factors impacting when and what to automate
During our review, we extracted the factors mentioned in each source and classified them into 15 types of factors under
the five categories as shown in Figure 4. The frequency of different factor types as discussed in the sources are shown in
Figure 2 to illustrate the level of attention on each factor. Note that, these numbers are not meant to be indicative of
importance as what is important varies from case to case. For example, eight sources that we had in the pool mentioned
that skills level of testers shall be carefully considered when deciding when and what to automate. Note that a single
source often mentioned several factors, and thus some of the totals in the figure, e.g., 121 for the test-related factors, are
more than 78 (number of the sources in the pool).
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Figure 16- Factors considered when deciding when to automate testing and what part(s) of the SUT should be
automated
As our review revealed, the two questions “what to automate” and “when to automate” are closely related. The "what to
automate?" question was interpreted in our sources as what test cases to automate, e.g. what test types, what test cases,
and what features. The "when to automate?" question was interpreted in our sources in two ways: (1) when to start
automation during a software project life-cycle, and (2) under what conditions, it is preferable to implement a test case in
automated fashion rather than manual, e.g. when one has technically skilled individuals, when automation feasibility is
high, when suitable tests are found. The second interpretation of “when” has very high overlap with the "what to
automate?" question. Thus, our decision to analyze them globally was based on our source articles that we reviewed in
this investigation, i.e., we wanted to be as compatible with them as much as possible. Next we present our findings with
respect to each of the five categories shown in Figure 2.
6.2.3 SUT-related factors
Properties of the system under test (SUT) have major impacts on the automation decisions (Figure 16). 45 sources
discussed factors in this category. If the SUT is not mature enough (discussed in 39 sources), e.g., due to new features
being re-implemented or major ongoing changes, there will be a major negative impact on automated tests (also called
“broken tests” [87]) as the number of false-positive defect reports from automated tests would increase and the effort
needed on fixing (repairing) automated tests and analyzing false-positive defects would reduce the benefits of automated
testing. In general, the effort to keep tests up-to-date with latest changes in the SUT, often referred as test repair [87] or
test co-maintenance, is a major concern in the area of automated testing. Some direct quotes from the sources in this
category of factors are:
·
·
·

·

“Automation fails when the current application has unstable design”: in a paper written by test engineers at an Indiabased firm named United Health Group [Source 10]
“Automate tests for stable applications": in a paper on developing an infrastructure designed for test automation
success [Source 12]
“Selection of (the right) use cases before starting to automate them can prevent large amounts of rework in terms of test
maintenance activities in the project.”: in an industrial case study [88] in which the first author was involved [Source
1]
“The SUT must have reached a certain level of maturity for VGT (visual GUI testing) to be applicable": in a paper on
practical challenges of visual GUI testing [Source 16]

Other SUT factors such as length of lifetime, high customizability, complexity, and dependence on 3 rd party applications
are factors which would impact the decision to automate testing.
·

“Test automation is an effective solution when the life of the application released is long”: in a white paper by Infosys
[Source 48]
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·

“Main Application has lot of interdependency with other Applications which in turn cannot be automated.”: in a
presentation by IBM engineers [Source 50]

Summary: To make the proper decision w.r.t. the SUT-related factors, one needs to take into account the SUT’s maturity
and stability, and to predict whether there would be many future changes forthcoming that might require major test comaintenance effort.
6.2.4 Test-related factors
The characteristics of test cases and test suites (Figure 16) also impact the automation decisions, i.e., what tests (not) to
automate? We found that a need for regression testing was the most frequently mentioned factor of test automation
decisions (mentioned in 44 sources, more than half of the entire pool). It seems that the importance of this factor in
making the right decision (when and what) will continue to increase as the continuous and rapid releases of software
become more frequent.
·

·
·

“Once automated, regression tests can be efficient, and effective. Accordingly, ABB decided to focus its attempt to establish
automated testing in build regression tests, which are most suited for automation and where the benefits could be attained”:
in an industrial experience report by two engineers of the ABB Corporation [Source 8]
In a blog post entitled “For those of you dreaming the 100% automation dream...please wake up!” [Source 37], a
Microsoft engineer quotes from another test practitioner named James Hancock as follows: “James Hancock has
estimated that an automated test must run 15-17 times to break even on the cost of developing that test”.
There are also extreme suggestions such as: “if you are going to run a test more than once, it should be
automated” [Source 39].

28 sources considered test types as a factor for decision making. Certain types of tests are good candidates for test
automation while others are not. For example, both researchers and practitioners reported that performance and load
testing are often very hard to be performed manually and they should normally be automated.
·

“When to automate testing? … Load and performance testing: simulate hundreds or even thousands of virtual users across
multiple devices”: in a blog post by Borland Corporation [Source 41]

Similarly, tests that human dislike to perform were suggested for automation. In the other hand, candidates for manual
testing are related to user experience (UX) and usability testing, but also tests that are not stable due to timing issues for
example (e.g., in real-time systems). Such tests offer little payback for automation.
Test reuse and repeatability (mentioned in 17 sources) are other factors which are closely-related to regression testing.
They can refer to cases where the same test can be reused as a part of another test, e.g., a login test must pass in a webbased application before other tests can be executed. The number of environments to test a SUT in usually increases test
repeatability, e.g., when testing Android applications, one needs to repeat the same test in different Android phone
models.
·

“When to automate testing? Testing across multiple OS platforms and multi lingual sites”: in a blog post by Borland
Corporation [Source 41].

As another factor, test importance was mentioned in 15 sources and stems from two factors. Firstly, if a given test targets
the important functionalities of a SUT that is highly critical for user satisfaction, then this makes the test more important
and it is thus encouraged to be automated. The other source for test importance is the test’s likelihood of revealing
defects.
·

“The number of bugs the test case is supposed to (or can) find is another point to be considered [in deciding to automate]”,
mentioned in a technical paper by the Brazilian Center of Advanced Studies and Systems [Source 2]

The existence and stability of test oracles (discussed in 10 sources), i.e., the mechanism of how defects are detected, are
also important. Unpredictable outcomes that require human judgment as oracles may not be worth automating. On the
other hand, if the test oracle is stable and predictable, then test automation is recommended as humans do not excel in
vigilance.
·
·

“Non-deterministic results may make automatic testing difficult regardless of API or UI”: in a technical paper by a test
architect at Microsoft [Source 64]
“Automation is all about predictability. If you cannot express the precise inputs and expected outputs, you cannot automate
a test” [Source 38]
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Test stability is another factor in this category since if (the logic of) a test is not stable, automating it is not a good idea
[Source 60]. Last but not the least, other candidates for automation are tests whose inputs are predictable [Source 38].
Summary: Introduction of test automation often increases cost for creating tests, however the cost of re-running a test
decreases. Thus, understanding the number of needed test re-runs and the effort of test creation and maintenance are
important. Additionally, some test types such as performance tests are better targets for test automation compared to
others such as user experience tests. Finally, the sources of test oracles and their stability are also critical issues to
consider.
6.2.5 Test tool-related factors
Quality and adaption of proper and suitable test automation tools are also important factors for the when and what to
automate questions, which were highlighted by 8 sources (Figure 16).
·

“Is the test tool being utilized for automated testing capable of interacting with all of the necessary attributes of the feature
for test purposes? (For example, can it interact with it as well as the users will be able to? Can we capture all of the necessary
data from the GUI and child objects?)”: as mentioned in a book by two industry consultants [Source 22].

In general, it appears that the lower-level testing tools and framework (e.g., in unit level) are more of the same type and
mechanism, since almost all of the test tools are based on the family of the xUnit framework. However, at the system
testing level, the tools are very diverse and highly dependent on the application domain, for example, for automated
testing of web-based applications, the Selenium tool is quite popular, while for testing telecommunications systems, tools
based on the TTCN (Testing and Test Control Notation) are widespread. If a proper test automation tool for a particular
situation or need is lacking and it is not possible to develop such a tool in-house, then one is advised not to progress with
test automation. Several papers and sources acknowledged the need to do proper tool selection and some sources present
a process how to do it.
·
·

“There are hundreds of automation tools available in the market. A careful effort has to go into deciding which tool would be
most suitable for automating the testing of your product/application.” : in a technical paper by Infosys [Source 15]
"The automation tool must be very carefully chosen before the test automation process begins. ... Complex functions that
might not have the necessary trustworthiness because of an automation tool’s dependencies must be well considered before
being created. This seems like simple advice, but it’s a very difficult issue to solve: wrong results reported by the tool.": in a
technical paper [Source 2]

Summary: One needs to understand the test tool and its compatibly with the SUT, and the business model of the tool
vendor. The future direction of the tool is also important as changing the testing tool to another in the midst of a project is
usually non-trivial. Popular open-source tools are often good options as they have a low cost (e.g., only training, etc.), do
not have the risk of a single tool vendor (such as increasing prices, sudden stopping of tool development, etc.), and large
user bases which can be seen as the insurance of the tools’ future sustainability and success.
6.2.6 Human and organizational factors
Human and organizational factors also affect test automation decision (Figure 16). Test automation requires different (and
often additional) skills than manual testing. If the testers’ team lacks programming skills, introducing test automation to
such staff requires training or runs a high risk of failure (discussed in 8 sources). Thus, when competencies are lacking
and there is no resources available for the training that is needed to acquire the skills, then it might be better not to
automate. Software testers may also view test automation as a threat (to their job security) and resist it [Source 68].
·
·

“…different skills are required to implement an effective automated testing program from those required for manual testing”:
in a book by three test engineers working in a test automation firm [Source 21]
“Testers/QA organizations may be comfortable and experienced with manual testing and feel threatened by automation”:
[Source 68]

In addition to testers’ skills, a number of other human and organizational factors were also discussed in 11 sources, e.g.,
organizational maturity [Source 8], time and resource constraints [Source 50] and need for proper change management
[Source 73]. A quote is as follows:
·

“An organization that is mature enough to handle process improvements in a structured manner is a prerequisite to
establishment of automated testing. If not mature enough, it is inevitable that the organization will yield even more chaos
when performing the introduction”: an industrial experience report by two engineers of the ABB Corporation
[Source 8]
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Test automation typically requires a high initial investment before the benefits start appearing [89]. Thus, tight schedule
might prevent the introduction of test automation.
·

“If you are on a fast-track project where the project management has a very tight delivery schedule, you can pretty much
forget about automation unless adequate time has been allocated specifically for it”: in a book by two industry consultants
[Source 20]

Summary: Introducing test automation is also an organizational change, a management issue which is prone to failures
and has a large body of consulting literature giving advice on it. To successfully consider this factor in decision making,
one needs to understand organizational politics, current company competences, how to organize training, and perhaps,
most importantly to have soft skills to get people to accept and even to get excited about test automation.
6.2.7 Cross-cutting and other factors
We also identified several factors that were cross-cutting, i.e., they are applicable in the context of more than one group.
Those factors were: (1) economic factors, (2) automatability of testing, and (3) development process. Also, a group of
“other” factors which could not be placed under any of the above categories was identified, which are discussed next.
Factors under the economic factors category relate mainly to the cost and effort tradeoffs between the manual and
automated testing. In total, as shown in Figure 2, 43 sources mentioned factors that fall under this category. Here, the
emphasis is on the effort spent and benefits gained through automated or manual testing, e.g., Return-Of-Investment
(ROI) calculations. A simple example of the test automation ROI chart is depicted in Figure 17. Although a ROI
perspective as shown in this figure may look too simplistic for some readers, many of the existing decision-support tools
in this area (e.g., the one by the IBM [Source 77]) are based on this simple ROI model (see the online spreadsheet
http://goo.gl/zwY1sj for details).
Payoff point
(“sweat spot”)

Upfront cost of automation
(development of automated
test suite, etc.)

Only if the decision to automate (and how
much of it) has been made properly, then we
will see this cost saving

Figure 17- An example chart of the test automation ROI supported by many industrial tools
Common wisdom suggests that test automation is more economical compared to manual testing if one has to perform
several iterations of testing [89]. Usually, the upfront cost of automation is more than manual testing but costs of
automated test execution is less than manual testing, especially if testing will be repeated many times. Interestingly, some
practitioners presented counter arguments to ROI calculations as well.
·

·

“if you have a hard time convincing someone that it needs to be automated and if you feel you need an equation to see the
long-term advantages of automation, don’t bother automating it” [89]: an online article by a software testing consultant
[Source 52]
“Automate all things that offer immediate returns”: a white-paper by a software testing consultant [Source 57]

Automatability of testing, i.e., how easy it is to test the SUT in an automated manner, is another factor under this group
(mentioned in 18 sources). Automatability is not only a property of SUT but it is also affected by the test automation
tool(s) and human skill level for example. That is why we have considered it a “cross-cutting” factor.
·

“For example, getting the user interface design team to change editable fields into non-editable pull-down fields wherever
possible—such as on date and time fields—can reduce the size of the potential user input validation test set dramatically and
help automation efforts.”: in the guide to the International Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB)’s
Advanced Test Manager certification [Source 18]
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The choice of development process as another factor to impact the decision was addressed in seven sources. Only two
papers addressed the Agile vs. Waterfall process in particular:
·
·

“Should you automate every (Agile) project? … I don’t think it makes sense for a project that’s only 2-3 sprints long”: an
online article by Director of Quality Assurance at eSecuritel [Source 28]
“XP testers have to drive in the fast lane … you need a lightweight automated test design and lightweight test tools”: in a
paper by two test engineers [Source 55]

The number of releases, an important aspect of software development process, was an input considered in three of the
four decision-support tools offering ROI computations which were in our pool. Higher release frequency increased the
benefits of test automation. More general guidance with respect to development process was also given:
·

“From a process perspective, [we] need to determine how test automation will fit into the system development process”: in an
online article by a senior test architect [Source 54]

We realize that some of the factors discussed in this article have implicit relationship to the question whether
development process affects software automation decisions, e.g., test reuse and repeatability is usually applicable in Agile
development processes in which frequent iterations of testing is conducted. On the other hand, in the Waterfall model,
testing is a single phase towards the end of the project, the need for test automation is generally less, because in the
beginning there is no code for which the test automation could be used to verify, the testing phase is often under time
pressure, and there is less occurrence of continuous integration and delivery and thus less justification/need for test
automation. Yet, such generalizations can be dangerous as the decision in this context are very “context-driven” and
reminds us of the famous quote in software engineering: “It depends!”.
25 of the total of 78 sources discussed other factors that could not be placed under any of the above categories and were
quite sparse to deserve categories (clusters) of their own. We thus grouped them under the “Other” category in Figure 16.
A few of those factors (recommendations) that should be considered are:
·
·
·
·

“[Automate when] Scope of automation has been defined”: [Source 15]
“Complexity of the test environment”: [Source 27]
“The most common key program factors are: ... Quality objectives (defect escape velocity)” [Source 54]
“[Need for more] coverage, productivity, accuracy”: [Source 68]

Summary: To successfully use cross-cutting factors in decision making, one needs to track testing with respect to cost
(effort) and benefits which would also enable ROI calculation of automation. If the SUT or test cases have low
automatability (how easy it is to test in an automated manner), automation success will be in jeopardy. The software
development process and the release model chosen in the context of a project are also important factors to consider when
evaluating the use of test automation.

6.3 RQ 3-TOOLS PROPOSED TO SUPPORT THE WHEN/WHAT QUESTIONS
We found also four online tools for supporting the when and what questions in software test automation. All the tools
where in practice ROI calculators taking in to account various factors affecting software test automation costs and benefits
similar to the factors presented in previous section. The tools were offered by companies focusing on general IT, software
and consulting (IBM) [Source 75], software test automation solutions (Elbrus Ltd and Automated Testing Institute)
[Source 76, 78], and software development and testing (GlobalNow IT Services) [Source 77].
In generally, the tools offered a limited view of factors affecting test automation (Refer to the spreadsheet
http://goo.gl/zwY1sj for details). For example different tests were not considered, but rather all tests were seen as
equally valuable and equally automatable. Also only one tool [source 75] considered training of testers. Three tools did
not consider as a factor the amount of regression testing that was the most popular factor as discussed in the previous
section, see Figure 16. However, they provided a factor number of releases, which is one of the factors explaining need for
regression testing. Surprisingly, we found that no tool listed the factor Maturity of SUT that the 3 rd frequent factor in
previous section. Thus, we think that classification of the previous section and the details of our spread sheet can be used
build a much more accurately decision support and we currently in the process of doing so.
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6.4 RQ 4-SOFTWARE SYSTEMS UNDER TEST OR PROJECTS UNDER STUDY
6.4.1 RQ 4.1: Number of software systems or projects under analysis in each source

Number of systems or projects

For each source, we studied, how many software systems or projects under analysis had been used in each source? We
expected that a given paper or article would apply the proposed idea to at least one system to show its effectiveness. We
found that only 28 out of 78 (36%) sources had at least one system which they had investigated. Again, we suspected that
the number is caused by a high number of grey literature, see Figure 6. We found that in grey literature only 13 sources
out of 52 (25%) while in formally published works, books and scientific articles, 15 out of 26 sources (62%) had studied at
least one system. Furthermore, we found that, in the majority of the papers, the number of systems or projects studied
was one, see Figure 18 (17/27) and in total there were only four papers where the number of systems studied were four or
higher.
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Figure 18-Number of software systems or projects under analysis in each source
6.4.2 RQ 4.2: Domains and types of the software systems or projects under analysis
The domains of the software systems and projects under analysis varied across the sources in the pool, and we could not
find a particular domain that would dominate in our area. The wide range of domains found in the sources were for
example web applications, mobile applications, office software, finance, control systems (e.g.,. elevators), and
pharmaceutical.
With respect system types, i.e. real open-source, real commercial, or experimental toy systems, we found that real
commercial systems were studied in 17 cases whereas experimental (‘toy’) systems were utilized in 11 sources. No sources
utilized real open-source systems such as Linux kernel and Mozilla Firefox. Surprisingly, six of the sources using toybased examples came from grey literature whereas five came from the formally-published literature. This means that the
formal literature contributed 12 real-world sources while the grey literature contributed only five. Despite the large
numbers of grey literature, they provided surprisingly little real-world evidence, and even that evidence was often
reported in a less-rigorous manner.
6.4.3 RQ 4.3: Measurements to support the when/what questions
Finally, we were interested in identifying the paper that had actually collected empirical evidence in the form of
quantitative measurements with respect to questions on when and what to automate. Obviously this question is only
relevant with the 17 sources that had analyzed real world systems. We found that there were 11 cases reporting
quantitative benefits. The ROI was reported in four sources and it varied between 40% and 3200% and the number of test
executions or iteration required was reported in two sources that reported 13 [Source 16] and 22 [Source 46] iterations of
testing. However, such numbers cannot be used for any type of generalizations as the factors affecting the when and what
to automate and the economics of it vary largely between cases as illustrated by our factor taxonomy in Figure 6.

7 DISCUSSIONS
Section 7.1 discusses the summary of findings, and implications of our MLR. Section 7.2 discusses potential threats to the
validity of our study and steps we have taken to minimize or mitigate them.
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7.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Software testing practitioners have a need for test-automation decision-support or criteria. We think this is visible from
the number of Google hits produced by our search strings, see Section 4.1, and from the fact that two thirds of the
literature of this review paper are grey literature published by practitioners, see Figure 6. Additionally, according to the
authors best knowledge no systematic literature reviews have been performed on the questions when to and what to
automate in software testing. These drivers motivated us to perform a MLR study in this area. Our MLR study, answered
four review questions (RQ1 to RQ 4). Below we summarize the results of the RQs and discuss the findings for the research
community and practitioners.
RQ 1-Mapping by contribution and research facets
RQ1 mapped sources by contribution and research facets. We found that the majority of the papers (58) of the weakest
decision support as they only provide heuristics or guidelines. A more rigorous decision support is offered by 11 papers
whose contribution we classified as a method or a technique. Seven paper propose a tool for deciding when or what to
automate. Note that some papers that offered techniques also proposed a tool support their techniques. Four papers
present a process on how to decide about test automation and six papers provided models on the topic. As a summary,
we can state that there seems to be more room methods, tools, processes and models in this area. There already are plenty
of heuristics which represent the weakest form of decision support.
We identified a similar trend when mapping sourcing with respect to research contribution. A majority of the papers
were based on opinion (34), which is the weakest form of evidence, experience (34), which is the second weakest. We
found only six studied validation and one study of evaluation research that present more rigorous empirical evidence of
the decision support. Comparison to other SLRs showed that this is not typical, see Figure 13. We think also this implies
the practical importance of the topic but the general lack of academic interest in presenting systematic decision-making
support for software test automation.
RQ 2-Factors considered for deciding when/what to automate
We synthesized all the factors affecting test automation decision by using qualitative data analysis guidelines [86], as
described in Section 5.2. We identified 15 factors that we furthermore classified to five groups, namely SUT-related
factors, Test-related factors, Test-tool-related factors, Human and Organizational factors, and Cross-cutting and other
factors. We found that the Need for regression testing was the most frequently mentioned factor with 44 sources followed
closely by Economic factors (43) and Maturity of SUT (39).
The frequencies listed are, however, only illustrative and should not be used as of indication of the importance of each
factor. We think that each particular case where test automation takes place should consider and rank the factors based on
importance in that particular context. For example, Skill level of testers was mentioned in eight sources only. Still, for
some context skill level of testers might the number one hurdle while in some others, e.g., ones that have already done
plenty of test automation, would need to pay only little attention to that factor. Thus, the classification should serve as a
checklist for practitioners making test automation decisions rather than a normative list giving absolute priorities. For
academics, it can offer ideas for future studies.
RQ 3-Tools proposed to support the when/what questions
We find four different online tools that were available openly or by completing free registration. These provided by
companies offering test automation and other types IT services such as IBM. We found that the tools considered an
inadequate list of topics for test automation decision support when compared with our list of factors. This highlights the
need to build better decision support that is openly available to the practitioners.
RQ 4-Software systems under test or projects under study
We found that only 64% of the papers had not studied any software systems or projects to justify their advice on when to
automate and what to automate in software testing. It was even more surprising that the complete lack of systems
analyzed was more frequent (75%) in the gray literature stemming mainly from industrial sources in comparison to
formally published literature (38%) published by both academics and industry practitioners. This suggests that
requirements placed on formal publishing actually increase the amount of empirical evidence in software engineering. On
the other hand, many gray literature sources were opinion or experience based, but failed to provide examples. Thus, the
sources of knowledge, i.e. the epistemological source, were not formally identified. For example, when an author was
stating “I think X” the author could have had experience or even data from several test automation projects or the X could
be based on what he had just heard recently from a colleague as a rough opinion.
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Further analyses showed that the software system or project under study came from various different domains, e.g. web,
mobile, embedded. With respect to types of system we found that 17 papers had analyzed commercial closed source
systems while 11 paper had analyzed small toy or experimental systems. We found that no studies had analyzed real
world open source systems. This was rather surprising given the popularity of analyzing the open source systems in
research communities focusing for example on Mining Software Repositories (MSR) or Free and Open Source (FLOSS).
Finally, we studied the amount of sourcing giving quantitative measurement evidence on the benefits and drawbacks of
software test automation of the real commercial system, thus, we excluded the toy systems for this part. We found that
only 11 sources (14%) provided quantitative evidence of the topic. Thus, a lack of high quality real world studies of this
topic exists.

7.2 IMPLICATIONS TO PRACTICE AND A CHECKLIST TO SUPPORT DECISION -MAKING
In summary, our study aimed at benefitting practitioners by presenting a single source which synthesizes and
summarizes all the approaches, guidelines and experience-based opinions w.r.t. the two W’s of automated software
testing (what and when), a need that many practitioners have personally expressed to us in our industry-academia
interactions, e.g., [13-16]. Our study is also a contribution to the research community by capturing the state-of-the-art and
–practice in test-automation decision-support and also by pointing out research gaps and needs in this active area. To
make our results more usable for practitioners, we have developed and present in Table 3 a draft checklist that
practitioners can use when assessing the what and when to automate questions. The importance of each item in the
checklist will vary case-by-case. Therefore, it is important that the users evaluate the importance of each claim in their
own context. Often times, such an advice is given by consultants and they also appear in practitioners’ text-books. We
should note to the reader that the checklist represents our expert view based on the MLR results presented in this paper.
It is not a scientifically-validated instrument as the usefulness of the checklist has not been empirically validated yet nor
do we have baselines data to show industry averages. Both of these steps are good topics for future studies.
Table 3- A checklist to support decision-making on whether to automate software testing. The “+” sign means the
given situation favors test automation while the “-” sign suggest not to automate testing. The area weight is the
number of sources for each factor in our study
Category
SUT-related
factors

Area (weight, i.e.,
num. of sources)
Maturity of SUT (39)

Other SUT aspects
(6)

Test-related
factors

Need for regression
testing (44)
Test type (28)

Test
reuse/repeatability
(17)

Situation

+/-

SUT or the targeted components will experience major modifications in
the future.
The interface through which the tests are conducted is unlikely to
change.
SUT is an application with a long life cycle.
SUT is a generic system, i.e. not tailor made or heavily customized
system.
SUT is tightly integrated into other products, i.e. not independent.
SUT is complex.
SUT is mission critical.
Frequent regression testing is beneficial or essential.

-

Tests are performance and load tests.
Tests are smoke and build verification tests.
Tests are Unit tests.
There are large number of test that are similar to each other.
Tests require large amounts of data.
Humans are likely to make errors when performing and evaluating
these tests, e.g. tests require vigilance in execution.
Computers are likely to make errors when performing and evaluating
these tests, e.g. test execution is not deterministic.
Tests can be reused part of other tests.
Tests needs to be run in several hardware and software environments
and configurations.
The lifetime of the tests is high.

+
+
+
+
+
+
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+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

Test importance (15)
Test oracle (10)

Test stability (7)

Test-toolrelated factors

Human and
organizational
factors

Automation (test)
tool (8)

Skills level of testers
(8)

Other hum. and org.
factors (11)

Cross-cutting
and other
factors

Economic factors (43)
Automatability of
testing (18)
Development
process (7)

The number of builds is high.
Tests are likely to reveal defects, i.e. high risk areas.
Tests cover the most important features, i.e. high importance areas.
Test results are deterministic.
Test results require human judgement.
Automated comparison will be fragile leading to many false positives.
Tests are instable, e.g., due to timing. We must perform the test
repeatedly and if it passes above a threshold we consider that the test
passes.
Tests are instable, e.g., due to timing. The results cannot be trusted at
all.
We have experimented with the test automation tool we plan to use
and the results are positive.
A suitable test tool is available that fits our purpose.
We have decided on which tool to use.
We can afford the costs of the tool.
Our test engineers have adequate skills for test automation.
We can afford to train our test engineers for test automation.
We have expertise in the test automation approach and tool we have
chosen.
We are currently under a tight schedule and or budget pressure.
We have organizational and top management support for test
automation.
There is a large change resistance against software test automation.
We have the ability to influence or control the changes to SUT.
There are economic benefits of test automation.
Tests are easy and straight forward to automate.
Test results are ease to analyze automatically.
Test automation will require a lot of maintenance effort.
Our software development process requires test automation to function
efficiently, for example agile methods.
We make several releases of our products.

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

7.3 IDENTIFYING AND ADDRESSING POTENTIAL THREATS TO VALIDITY
Based on guidelines for performing systematic literature review and mapping studies [66, 67, 69] and also based on our
previous experience [6, 43, 73], we systematically identified and carefully addressed potential threats to validity of our
study by taking steps to minimize or mitigate them. We discuss next the potential validity threats in the context of the
four types of validity threats based on a standard checklist adopted from [90].
Internal validity
The systematic approach that has been utilized for source selection is described above. In order to make sure that this
review is repeatable, search engines, search terms and inclusion/exclusion criteria are carefully defined and reported.
Problematic issues in selection process are limitation of search terms and search engines, and bias in applying
exclusion/inclusion criteria.
Limitation of search terms and search engines can lead to incomplete set of primary sources. In order to mitigate risk of
finding all relevant studies, formal searching using defined keywords was conducted. Therefore, we believe that adequate
and inclusive basis has been collected for this study and if there are missing sources, the rate will be negligible.
Applying inclusion/exclusion criteria can suffer from researchers’ judgment and experience. Personal bias could be
introduced during this process. As pointed out in Section 4.1 both researchers independently searched for the literature
which already consisted of excluding papers that did pass the inclusion criteria. This could have potentially excluded
some that should have been included. However, this problem is partially mitigated as both authors can be considered
experts in software engineering research and software testing, e.g. both have permanent professor positions and both had
completed their PhD’s over 9 and 5 years, respectively, before conducting this study. Had the searching been done by
fresh PhD students or even MSc students, then pair work would have been recommended in all phases to substitute the
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lack of subject matter expertise. For example, studies on pair programming [91] have shown that junior programmers
receive the most benefit of pair work. We think similar logic works for research as well. Furthermore, to minimize this
type of bias, joint voting was applied after the initial source inclusion and only sources passing the joint voting were
selected for this study.
Construct validity
Construct validity is concerned with issues that to what extent the object of study truly represents theory behind the
study [90]. Threats related to this type of validity in this study were suitability of RQs and categorization scheme used for
the data extraction.
Review questions are designed to cover our goal. Questions are answered according to a categorization scheme. For
designing a good categorization scheme, we have adapted standard classifications from [68] and also have finalized the
used schema through several iterations.
A threat to construct validity comes from the lack of empirical evidence in the primary studies. The majority of the grey
literature was opinion or experience based. Since the grey literature represents the voice of the practitioners, we could
assume that they would be speaking from personal experience with real industrial systems, though those systems were
not explicitly mentioned/discussed in the sources. This would make the empirical bases more solid. On the other hand, it
may be that some practitioners could simply be repeating the ideas/opinions that they had heard from other
practitioners. Thus, as the source of knowledge was not typically revealed in grey literature, we are faced with an
epistemological problem. We do not know, how we know, what we know. This is a serious limitation in the primary
studies but fixing it is obviously not possible.
However, the fact that we are relying mostly on opinions and evidence does not mean our result is incorrect. If the same
individuals who provided their opinion or experience papers would be interviewed or surveyed with a questionnaire of
the same topic, it would be highly likely that the result would be the same. The only thing that would be different would
be that the research method that used to collect the voice of the practitioners would be more rigorous.
Conclusion validity
Conclusion validity of a review study is concerned with reaching appropriate conclusions through rigorous and
repeatable treatment. In order to ensure reliability of our treatments, the entire pool of primary sources are analyzed and
the data was reviewed, extracted and synthesized by the two authors.
Following the systematic approach and described procedure ensured replicability of this study and assured that results of
similar study will not have major deviations from our classification decisions.
External validity
External validity is concerned with to what extent the results of our study can be generalized. As described above,
defined search terms in the source selection approach resulted in having primary sources all written in English language;
studies written in other languages were excluded. The issue lies in whether our selected works can represent all types of
literature in the area of study (when and what to automate). For these issues, we argue that relevant literature we selected
in our pool contained sufficient information to represent the knowledge reported by other researchers and professionals.
Chapter 8 of [90] describes external validity as ability to generalize results to industrial contexts. As it can be seen from
the collected data through study, in addition to academic studies, good proportion of industrial and collaborative works
exists in our sources. This means that our inclusive process of article selection has lead us to have an adequate basis for
concluding results useful for academia and applicable in industry. Also, note that our findings in this study are mainly
within the specific area under study (when and what to automate testing). Beyond this field, we have no intention to
generalize our results. Therefore, few problems with external validity are worthy of substantial attention.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Automated software testing and development of test code are now mainstream in the software industry and challenging
engineering topics on their own. Jeff Feldstein, who was a test manager at Cisco Systems, mentioned that "We designed a
test system that probably is as complicated as the system itself”. Yet, decision on when and what to automate in software
testing has not been investigated with a literature review before. Given the importance of test automation and the large
monetary investments that might be wasted with incorrect decisions we think such a study was needed.
This study makes four contributions. First, we found that the majority of prior works are opinion or experience papers
that provide heuristics or guidelines while only a small share of papers present more rigorous work of evaluation or
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validation research presenting processes or models. This conflicts with the prior mapping studies of software engineering.
Furthermore, we found that only 22% of the papers support their proposals with an empirical study of a real-world
software system or project.
Second, we decided to include grey literature in our study as we found that the topic was of practical interest and as the
academic studies of the topic were rare. To our knowledge, this paper is one the first MLRs (and SLRs) in software
engineering that has studied grey literature in addition to the formally published literature. According to our experience
in this MLR, we found that including grey literature in SLR studies is insightful, and thus the authors recommend
including it when the topic has a low number of academic studies but high practitioner interest. The grey literature can
help including practitioner experiences and opinions as part of SLRs.
Third, we qualitatively analyzed the factors affecting software test automation decisions. We found 15 factors that formed
five groups: SUT-related factors, Test-related factors, Test-tool-related factors, Human and Organizational factors, and
Cross-cutting and other factors. We found that the Need for regression testing (44 sources), Economic factors (43) and
Maturity of SUT (39) are the most frequently mentioned factors. Finally, we note that the factor frequencies are not
indication of factors’ importance as the contextual variables of each case should determine the importance of each factor.
Fourth, we used our list of factors from Figure 16 to create a checklist shown in Table 3 that can be used when making
software automation decision. To our knowledge this checklist is the most comprehensive and the most scientific
taxonomy and checklist so far.
We are planning to pursue the following future work directions:
·
·

·

Classifying the decision-support approaches by the granularity of the decisions, e.g., in the test case level (which
test cases should be automated?), in the project level (shall we use test automation at all?), or business level.
Performing interview studies and surveys to understand the state of practice of software test automation
decisions support. Particularly we are interested how do modern development concepts such Agile software
development, DevOps and Continuous Deployment affect the decision-making. Even if one wishes to go for
continuous delivery and fully automating tested there needs to prioritization order in automating the old tests.
Validating our initial test automation checklist shown in Table 3 provides another avenue to future research.
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